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Message of the General Manager
of ABplus Events

“

For 20 years, together with our partners, we have been in pursuit of excellence in the ﬁelds of
architecture and construction, through international events organized for architects and
contractors.

ABplus Events, as Professional Trade Events and Congress Organizer, is the creator of the concept of
national network of construction trade shows. The experience of these 20 years of the Central and
Eastern European market positions our events as one of the most eﬀective business networking
platforms in the region, a source of constantly updated information, supporting the continuous
training of specialists and the promotion of young talents.
Bringing together hundreds of practicing architects and contractors in Europe, Asia and the United
States of America, the ABplus events promote projects, achievements and recent best practice
examples in architecture and construction industry.
I invite you to join the new editions of our events!”

Florin Mindirigiu

Co-Founder and CEO ABplus Events
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T estimonials

“

One of the most important forces behind architectural progress has always been the possibility of coming
together, to create platforms where interaction and inspiration can take place. RIFF is creating one of
those progressive forums and I therefore look forward to participate in the RIFF conference in November.
I’m excited to share some of our latest work and to hear other speakers share their thoughts, and hopefully
this will lead to a constructive dialogue about architecture and its potential in society.
Personally, I’m also excited to visit the RIFF conference in November, because I have never visited Romania
before and at the same time I see the eastern part of Europe as one of the most exiting places in architectural
development in the coming years.”

arch. Anders SÆLAN

Henning Larsen Architects, The Winner of Mies van der Rohe 2013
Special Guest of RIFF 2014

“

It was a very good combination of fresh designers who are somewhere at the beginning or in full swing
of their career and who allow us, in fact, to anticipate the future. What pleased me very much was that
the public had the opportunity to see what this eﬀort to produce quality interiors means, as the speakers
presented their projects behind the scenes, where we saw a huge labor, which one must be both driven and
subtle to understand when decoding the result.
Another thing that I ﬁnd important is that this conference highlights the exceptions and things that can be
inspiring, models to follow.
The world does not know them, does not see them and this justiﬁes the public’s appetite
for this conference. A great beneﬁt is also its educational role.”

arch. Mariusz ŚCISŁO

President of THE ASSOCIATION OF THE POLISH ARCHITECTS SARP

“

We will meet to discuss about how to build better between architects, engineers, entrepreneurs, suppliers
of systems and materials, who have succeeded to achieve quality in construction and want to contribute
to raising the standard in the industry. This can be a time of balance in which we can try to understand
what happens on a daily basis, what and how it happens when quality works emerge and how the exceptional
is sometimes generated.
We want our daily work to be of high quality, what we usually do must be well-done, even exceptionally
done, the exception becoming the usual and the exemplary works being able to change mentalities and the
expectations of the world built. I suggest that we meditate creatively together about the state of architecture,
to make this balance and try, through these dialogues and meetings, to build the answer to the question: How
must the world of construction change?”

arch. Şerban ŢIGĂNAŞ

President of THE ORDER OF THE ARCHITECTS OF ROMANIA
Co-organizer of the Romanian editions of RIFF.
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T estimonials

“

The most important challenge architects, engineers and product designers, will have to deal with in the near
future will be the following: to make ecology really attracting and full of emotion.”

prof. Dr. E.h. Werner SOBEK

ILEK (Institute of Lightweight Structures and Conceptual Design), Stuttgart University
Special Guest RIFF Bucharest 2011

“

I am very glad to have been at the RIFF conference. It was a great experience, I participated in the lectures
and some debates which were before my lecture here and it was a very rich experience.
I have spoken about the Philharmonic Hall of Sczecin, the ﬁrst building in Poland winning the Mies van der
Rohe Award. I am Polish, but all my professional experience comes from abroad and this project was a very
unique possibility of coming back to Poland with the experience I had abroad.”

arch. Marta GRZADZIEL

BAROZZI/VEIGA, Spain, the Winner of Mies van der Rohe Award 2015
Special Guest RIFF Bucharest 2015

“

„I think the event was very interesting and also I'm very glad to see examples of modern architecture from
all the Europe or all of the world and I was very glad to see that the way of thinking here in Poland or
wherever in UE countries is sometimes similar, sometimes diﬀerent, but you can see the stream of modern
architecture that is in the right road and somehow we got the same language, we understand each other, the
language of architecture is universal. This is the very positive meaning of this conference.
It's very well organised event and the quality of organisation is very high,so I must to say that I'm very,very glad
I participated in this event.”

Farshid TAVAKOLITEHRANI

Studio FUKSAS, Italy
Special Guest in RIFF Warsaw 2015 conference
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T estimonials

“

I was very, very positively surprised of RIFF event, ﬁrst of all of the audience, then of the quality of the
speakers and of the projects presented.

I was really impressed about the organisation and of the quality of conference.”

Lukasz PLATKOWSKI

GENSLER, UK
Chairman in RIFF Warsaw 2015 Conference

“

RIFF event is splendid, the subject touches very important issues for architects. And I'm really very
impressed how many people have an interest to come at the event and are interested in architecture. The
exchange of points of views it's very important for us, as architects. The scheme of the event is very
proﬁtable, because mostly the speakers are those who were rewarded in architecture. That's a very good
lesson for young people. And we, a little bit older, we can meet together and exchange our experiences about
architecture and our work, which is very proﬁtable.

And I think that the idea of combining business and architects, it's very good.”

arch. Borys CZARAKCZIEW

member of the Board and Plenipotentiary for international matters, National Chamber of Polish Architects
Guest Speaker RIFF Bucharest & Warsaw 2015

“

I'm fascinated by the idea of meeting people from diﬀerent cultures, working in diﬀerent ways. All went
very well at RIFF, the organisation of the event was very efﬁcient! I had a wonderful time and met very
interesting people.”

arch. Tony LING

Jestico + Whiles, UK
Keynote Speaker at RIFF Bucharest 2015 conference
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RIFF in focus

RIFF
International Architecture Expo Conference
is dedicated to architectural façades and roofs.
RIFF is addressed to architects, designers and
companies oﬀering complete systems, accessories
or insulation for façades and roofs.
The second edition of the event will take place on
10th & 11 October 2016 in Warsaw and in Bucharest
the 8th edition is scheduled to take place on 31st
October & 1st November 2016.
Facts & Figures:
Special Guests:

250

2015: arch. Farshid TAVAKOLITEHRANI, STUDIO
FUKSAS, ITALY
Marta GRZĄDZIEL, BAROZZI VEIGA, SPAIN
2014: arch. Anders SÆLAN
HENNING LARSEN ARCHITECTS, DENMARK
2013: arch. Stephen HODDER
ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS, THE UK
2012: prof. dr. arch. Tony FRETTON
TONY FRETTON ARCHITECTS, THE UK
2011: dr. e.h. h.c. Werner SOBEK
WERNER SOBEK ENGINEERING & DESIGN,
GERMANY
2010: arch. Şerban ŢIGĂNAŞ - President of the
Order of the Architects of Romania, Romania

participants in
every edition / per day

50

countries represented
in the latest editions

Event structure:

Opportunities within RIFF:

ü Conference: ofﬁcial plenary sessions, thematic
plenary sessions, thematic sections
ü Masterclasses

ü multiple networking and business
matchmaking opportunities among the most
inﬂuential architecture ofﬁces in Romania, Poland
and Hungary

ü Exhibition: thematic sections

ü direct access to the future architectural projects

ü Business networking areas: coﬀee-break area,
lunch area, speakers’ lounge

ü direct access through the communication
campaign with three important communities of
architects: Romanian, Polish, Hungarian – over
18.000 architects; 250 architects / per day
participating on average in every event
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WE KNOW
OUR AUDIENCE

Speakers

90%

of the participants are active architects,
members of professional organisations from
Hungary, Poland and Romania

55%

international highly-awarded
speakers in renowned competitions
such as:
ü European Union Prize for
Contemporary Architecture Mies van
der Rohe
ü RIBA Stirling Prize
ü Middle East Awards
ü World Architecture Festival,
Singapore

ü Arabian Property Awards
ü Practice of the Year Building
Magazine
ü Pro Architectura
ü Ybl Miklós
ü Dutch Design Award – Best
Exterior
ü Sustainability Award
ü Gran Prix at the Lower Silesian
Festival of Architecture

25 %

Polish/Romanian/Hungarian
highly awarded speakers

20 %

Partners, sponsors,
companies

Structure of participants
in the latest edition of RIFF Bucharest

Structure of participants
in the latest event in Warsaw

Geographical distribution of architects
at the latest edition of RIFF Bucharest

Geographical distribution of architects
at the latest event in Warsaw
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RIFF 2015 & 2016
highly-awarded speakers
arch. Massimiliano
Fuksas

Farshid
TAVAKOLITEHRANI

arch. Fabrizio
BAROZZI

Marta
GRZĄDZIEL

arch. Şerban
ŢIGĂNAŞ

arch. Ged COUSER

arch. Murat
TABANLIOGLU

arch. Joaquín
PÉREZ-GOICOECHEA

Lukasz
PLATKOWSKI

arch. Anders
SÆLAN

STUDIO FUKSAS, ITALY

STUDIO FUKSAS, ITALY

BAROZZI VEIGA, SPAIN

BAROZZI VEIGA, SPAIN

BDP, UK

THE ORDER OF THE ARCHITECTS OF ROMANIA

TABANLIOGLU ARCHITECTS, TURKEY

AGi ARCHITECTS, KUWEIT, SPAIN

HENNING LARSEN ARCHITECTS, DENMARK

GENSLER, UK
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RIFF 2015 & 2016
highly-awarded speakers
arch. Tony
LING

arch. Borys
CZARAKCZIEW

arch. Alper
AYTAC

arch. Marianne
LOOF

arch. Diogo
BURNAY

arch. Ivane
KSNELASHVILI

ESTICO + WHILES, UK

GRUPA PROJEKTOWA SP. Z O.O, POLAND

AYTAÇ ARCHITECTS, TURKEY

LEVS ARCHITECTEN, THE NETHERLANDS

CVDB ARQUITECTOS, PORTUGAL & CANADA

ARCHITECTS OF INVENTION, LITHUANIA

arch. Javier Perez
HERRERAS

arch. Matthias
BAUER

TALLER BÁSICO DE ARQUITECTURA, SPAIN

MBA/S MATTHIAS BAUER ASSOCIATES,
GERMANY

arch. Steven
PAY

arch. Oskar
GRABCZEWSKI

OVO GRABCZEWSCY ARCHITEKCI, POLAND

EPR ARCHITECTS, UK
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RIFF - past editions
Keynote speakers

arch. Stephen
HODDER

prof. dr. arch.
Tony FRETTON

dr. dr. e.h. dr. h.c.
Werner SOBEK

arch. Geir
HAAVERSEN

arch. Reinier de
GRAAF

arch. Jan
AMMUNDSEN

arch. Cristiano
CECCATO

arch. Kristian
LARS AHLMARK

arch. Daniel
LISCHER

arch. Odd
KLEV

arch. Dariusz
HERMAN

arch. Kyrre
SUNDAL

arch. Ulrik
RAYSSE

arch. Richard
HONICH

arch. Nicolas
ESPINOSA

arch. Martin
JOSST

arch. Pepe
GASCON

arch. Leo Van
BROECK

arch. Hans
MURMAN

arch. Tamás
FIALOVSZKY

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF
BRITISH ARCHITECTS,
UK

3XN,
DENMARK

HS99,
POLAND

DELUGAN MEISSL
ASSOCIATED ARCHITECTS,
AUSTRIA

TONY FRETTON
ARCHITECTS,
UK

ZAHA HADID ARCHITECTS,
THE GREAT BRITAIN

MAD ARCHITECTURE,
NORWAY

PEPE GASCÓN
ARQUITECTURA,
SPAIN

WERNER SOBEK
ENGINEERING & DESIGN,
GERMANY

SCHMIDT HAMMER LASSEN
ARCHITECTS,
DENMARK

HENNING LARSEN
ARCHITECTS,
DENMARK

BOGDAN & VAN BROECK
ARCHITECTS,
BELGIUM
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A-LAB,
NORWAY

LISCHER PARTNER
ARCHITEKTEN PLANER,
SWITZERLAND

ÉPÍTÉSZ STÚDIÓ,
HUNGARY

MURMAN ARKITEKTER AB,
SWEDEN

OMA,
THE NETHERLANDS

A-LAB,
NORWAY

BARRIENTOS ACX,
SPAIN

ÉPÍTÉSZ STÚDIÓ,
HUNGARY

RIFF
past editions
arch. Radu
TEACĂ

arch. Yvonne Segers
van WILDEREN

arch. Philippe
CHIAMBARETTA

arch. Avner
YASHAR

arch. Mario
KUIBUŞ

arch. Zbigniew
MAĆKÓW

arch. Andrei
ŞERBESCU

arch. Carmen
TĂNASE

RADU TEACĂ, ROMANIA

BIERMAN HENKET ARCHITECTEN,
THE NETHERLANDS

PHILIPPE CHIAMBARETTA ARCHITECTE,
FRANCE

DESIGN ENGINE ARCHITECTS, UK

RE-ACT NOW, ROMANIA

MAĆKÓW PRACOWNIA PROJEKTOWA,
POLAND

ADNBA, ROMANIA

ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN,
ROMANIA

arch. Nasser
ABULHASAN

arch. András
KRIZSÁN

AGI ARCHITECTS, KUWEIT

MODUM, HUNGARY
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One day programme
FULL DAY CONFERENCE

08:00 - 09:00
Registration of participants
Welcome coﬀee

13:10 – 14:10
Networking lunch
Exhibition Visit

Exhibition Visit

Organized visits for architects: 250
Matchmaking
Activities in the Business Networking areas

Organized visits for architects: 250
Matchmaking
Activities in the Business Networking areas

14:10 – 15:50
THEMATIC PLENARY SESSION 2

09:00 – 09:20
OFFICIAL OPENING CEREMONY

Audience: approx. 125 architects
Audience: approx. 250 architects

Presentations of guest architects – 20 minutes each
Presentations of Sponsors – 10 minutes each
Presentations of Companies – 10 minutes each

Message of the organizers
Message of the Ofﬁcial Partner

Q & A session – 5 minutes

09:20 – 11:00
OFFICIAL PLENARY SESSION

15:50 – 16:20
Networking coﬀee-break

Audience: approx. 250 architects

Exhibition Visit

Presentation of guest architects – 20 minutes each
Presentation of the Ofﬁcial Partner – 20 minutes
Presentation of the Main Partner – 15 minutes

Organized visits for architects: 250
Matchmaking
Activities in the Business Networking areas

Q & A session – 5 minutes

16:20 – 18:00
OFFICIAL PLENARY SESSION

11:00 – 11:30
Networking coﬀee-break

Audience: approx. 250 architects

Exhibition Visit

Special guest presentation – 30 min
Presentations of guest architects – 20 minutes each
Presentation of the Main Partner – 15 minutes each

Organized visits for architects: 250
Matchmaking
Activities in the Business Networking areas

Q & A session – 5 minutes

11:30 – 13:10
THEMATIC PLENARY SESSION 1

Conclusions

Audience: approx. 125 architects

SIMULTANEOUS THEMATIC SECTIONS - 1 hour each

Presentations of guest architects – 20 minutes each
Presentations of Sponsors – 10 minutes each
Presentations of Companies – 10 minutes each

Audience: approx 25 architects

Q & A session – 5 minutes
13

Presentation of the guest architect – 40 minutes
Presentation of the guest company – 20 minute

One day program
FULL DAY EXHIBITION

Book your space in the business networking area
of the event!
Visiting program: 08:00 - 18:00
Approx. 250 specialist visitors / day
üarchitects üspeakers üspecial guests
ütop management of companies in the industry
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RIFF Domains

General thematic categories:
Architecture

Roofs

Insulation

Facades

Subcategories:
Façades
Brick facing
Ceramic facade cladding
Composite facade cladding
Concrete facade cladding
Concrete wall panels
Curtain wall systems
Facade renders and mortars
Glazing and panels for curtain walls
Glass facades
Metal facade cladding
Proﬁles and fastening systems for curtain walls
Solar shading
Stone facade cladding
Structural glazing
Ventilated facade systems
Wooden facade cladding

Translucent roof tiles
Vapour barriers and rain barriers
Wooden roof tiles
Insulation
Acoustic underlays
Cellulose insulation
Cork insulation
Cotton and recycled fabric insulation
Expanded polystyrene insulation
Exterior insulation ﬁnishing system (EIFS)
Extruded polystyrene insulation
Feather and wool insulation
Glass wool insulation
Polyester insulation
Polyurethane insulation
Rock wool insulation
Thin reﬂective thermal insulation
Various insulation

Roofs
Asphalt shingle roofs
Clay roof tiles
Concrete roof tiles
Corrugated plastic rooﬁng sheets
Corrugated steel rooﬁng sheets
Green roofs
Metal rooﬁng sheet: zinc, lead, copper
Metallic roof tiles
Natural stone roof tiles
Photovoltaic roof tiles
Proﬁled aluminium rooﬁng sheets
Proﬁled steel rooﬁng sheets
Rainwater drainage
Roof accessories
Roof decking panels
Roof tiles
Roof windows, SkylightsRoof windows, Skylights
Rooﬁng sandwich panels

Architectural software
CAD/CAAD software
Modeling and rendering software
CAE software
Mapping and surveying software
Object libraries for architecture software
Architectural lighting
Outdoor lighting
Facades
Chemical building products
Plasters/varnishes/
paints, adhesives,
insulation materials,
seals

Applications in the projects:
Ofﬁces
Hotels
Sport and wellness

Public Buildings
Retail
Residential

Restaurants
Bars
Pubs
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ü Direct association with a unique thematic event, dedicated to

architects, designers, lighting specialists
ü Exclusivity within the event, a unique position
on all the materials, print and online
ü Message in the ofﬁcial opening of the event
ü 20 minutes presentation in the ofﬁcial plenary session
- the ﬁrst presentation (200-250 architects in the auditorium)
ü Preferential position in the program of the conference
ü Nomination in the ofﬁcial plenary sessions,
with the name and title held within the event
ü Presentation of 15 minutes in the ofﬁcial plenary session

(200-250 architects in the auditorium)
ü Presentation of 10 minutes in a thematic plenary session
(80-100 architects in the auditorium)
ü Speaker in the program and in the communication campaign
ü Full list of participants in the event
ü The list of participants in the session/section
in which the presentation takes place
ü Personalised newsletter sent to an international database
of over 20000 contacts: architects, contractors, top
management, companies in the industry
ü Personalised newsletter sent to a national database of over
35000 contacts: architects, contractors, top management,
companies in the industry
ü Media exposure with the title held within the event
ü Presentation of 10 minutes in a thematic section
(25 architects in the auditorium)
ü The presence of the company with the logo and the title held
within the event on all presentation materials: program, brochure
or CD, badges, electronic background, roll-up, spider/ background,
portfolio, newsletters, newsalerts, website
ü Participant in the conference: full package
ü Full access to the speaker’s lounge
ü Full access to the networking area of the event
ü Insert of a presentation material in the event portfolio
ü Exhibition stand – module of 4 sqm, 2x2 m
ü Exhibition stand of 6 sqm - module of 6 sqm, 2x3 m
ü Roll-up display in the thematic section
ü Roll-up display in the plenary thematic section
ü Roll-up display in the ofﬁcial plenary session
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PROMOTION PACKAGE

EXHIBITION STAND

SPONSOR

COMPANY PRESENTATION

Included Services

MAIN PARTNER

OFFICIAL PARTNER

Type of Package

Thank you to our partners !
INSTITUTIONAL PARTNERS:

PARTNERS:
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RIFF in pictures
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RIFF in pictures
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RIFF in pictures
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RIFF in pictures
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RIFF in pictures
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Check out our community portal
and see our latest news on
trade events for architects and contractors!
http://share-architects.com

share@abplusevents.com
RO: +4-0745.573.732
PL: +4-0332.413.893, +4-0332.413.891
EN: +4-0745.573.731, +4-0745.573.730
www.ieriﬀ.eu

